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Abstract: The tilted ferroelectric SmC* phase of three structurally different series having three
aromatic rings in the core structure connected by ester groups with different end alkyl chain lengths,
all of which are derived from lactic acid, have been observed by broadband dielectric spectroscopy.
Introduction of structural variations within the liquid crystalline compounds has led to the formation
of chiral nematic N*, or the paraelectric orthogonal SmA* phase at higher temperatures. The dielectric
spectra strongly depend both on the temperature as well as the specific molecular structure of the
self-assembling compounds possessing the ferroelectric polar order. The results reveal a strong
Goldstone mode in the ferroelectric SmC* phase with ~kHz relaxation frequency. In the SmC* phase,
the real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity increase up to certain temperature near
the SmC*-N*/SmA* transition and then decrease with increasing temperature, perhaps due to the
disruption of the molecular domains at the onset of the SmA*/N* phase transition. The dielectric
strength attains a maximum value in the SmC* phase and then decreases near the SmA*/N* phase
transition. The dielectric strength is also influenced by the lengths of the alkyl chain and the nature of
the connecting unit of the constituent molecules. The relaxation time and the relaxation frequency are
found to vary with the molecular structure of the studied ferroelectric compounds.

Keywords: ferroelectric liquid crystals; lactic acid derivative; dielectric spectroscopy; dielectric
strength; relaxation time; structure-property correlations

1. Introduction

During the last four decades, organic materials possessing self-assembling behaviour and polar
ordering, known as ferroelectric mesogens, are being looked at as a smart, functional alternative in the
field of high-end applications ranging from tunable lasers [1] and spatial modulators [2] to fast electro
optical switching devices [3,4], wherein the subtle balance between the different molecular fragments
of these anisotropic molecules crucially affect their mesomorphic behaviour [5–9]. The design of such
molecules has a profound impact both in terms of performance as well as their applicability in modern
technological gadgets [10–12]. Thus, the molecular structure–property relationships dominates their
ultimate choice as functional materials [13]. Moreover, chiral molecules exhibiting the ferroelectric
phase show advanced properties in relation to their fast switching speed and bistability [14]. Therefore,
it becomes imperative to deeply probe the static and dynamic aspects of such chiral molecules in relation
to their molecular structure–property behaviour. In this context, broadband dielectric spectroscopy
has been found to be an important technique to observe and investigate various molecular relaxation
phenomena that may occur in the ferroelectric liquid crystalline materials [15].
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In continuation of our previous investigations on the molecular structure–property correlations
of a few chiral ferroelectric compounds from mesomorphic, electro-optic and static dielectric
measurements [16], in this work we report the dielectric spectroscopy measurements on these
compounds. As reported by us earlier [16], variations within the structural organization of the
molecules has resulted in a rich polymorphism with multiple chiral variants including the chiral
nematic N* phase, paraelectric orthogonal smectic A* phase and ferroelectric tilted smectic C* phase
which are thermodynamically stable over a comparatively large range of temperature. Dielectric
spectroscopy of ferroelectric systems provides a powerful insight into the dynamic aspects of these
molecules which predetermine their applicability for different practical purposes [17–22]. In general,
the observed spectra in the paraelectric (SmA*), ferroelectric (SmC*) and antiferroelectric (SmC*A)
phases of liquid crystals yield important information about collective processes as well as molecular
modes [23–29]. The frequency dependent dielectric response in the orthogonal SmA* phase arises
from the fluctuations of the director tilt (θ), commonly known as the soft mode (SM) [26,27]. The tilted
ferroelectric SmC* phase shows two types of collective modes represented by: (i) the director fluctuation
along the tilt angle direction (the soft mode (SM)) and (ii) the fluctuation of the molecules in the
direction of azimuthal angle (ϕ), known as the Goldstone mode (GM) [28]. Since the amplitude
of GM is much stronger than that of SM, usually SM is suppressed by GM in the SmC* phase and
is only visible near the SmA*–SmC* phase transition [27]. This work focuses on the study of the
frequency dependent relaxation mechanisms to obtain a deeper understanding of the short and long
range molecular correlations [30–32] of structurally similar molecules so as to elucidate the missing
link between the structure and properties of this class of chiral ferroelectric materials, aimed for
their better tunability in optoelectronic and photonic devices. The materials investigated here show
an interesting variation in the molecular fragments: Compounds with ester linkage groups in the
molecular core and variable alkyl chain lengths intercepted with an occasional lateral substitution.
The complex permittivity has been utilized to determine the dielectric strength (∆ε), relaxation time (τr)
and relaxation frequency (fr), and the temperature dependence of the relaxation time and relaxation
frequency for all the investigated chiral ferroelectric liquid crystalline (FLC) compounds has been
measured and the corresponding results have been interpreted.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

Three FLC series, namely QM n/m, E n/m and QVE n/m, have been used for spectroscopic
observation. All the studied samples are characterized by different end hydrocarbon chain lengths both
in the chiral and non-chiral part as well as different linking groups in the core structure. As indicated
in Table 1, the hydrocarbon chain length in non-chiral and chiral parts is indicated by n and m,
respectively, X denotes the linkage group of the non-chiral hydrocarbon chain with the first aromatic
ring. Y denotes the linking group between first and second aromatic rings counting from the non-chiral
part and the lateral substitution is indicated by Z. The details of the studied materials including the
mesomorphic behaviour have already been presented in our previous publications [16,33–35].
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Table 1. General structure of the investigated compounds.
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Compound n m X Y Z Ref.

QM10/10 10 10 -O- -COO- H [35]
QM12/9 12 9 -O- -COO- H [35]

QM12/10 12 10 -O- -COO- H [35]

E8/7 8 7 -OCO- -OCO- H [33]
E6/10 6 10 -OCO- -OCO- H [33]
E10/10 10 10 -OCO- -OCO- H [33]
E8/12 8 12 -OCO- -OCO- H [33]

QVE8/5 8 5 -O- -OCO- OCH3 [34]

2.2. Dielectric Spectroscopy Measurements

The molecular structure and the mechanism of molecular processes have been understood broadly
by studying the dielectric properties. Real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity on planarly
aligned samples (i.e., in bookshelf geometry) were determined using a precision LCR meter(Agilent
4294A, Agilent Technologies, Singapore) by measuring the capacitance of the homogeneously aligned
liquid crystal filled cells build-up from Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) coated glass plates with cell gap of
4.9 µm thickness (supplied by AWAT Company, Warsaw, Poland) within 40 Hz–20 MHz frequency
range at different temperatures during the cooling cycle. An electric field of 0.5 V (root mean square),
directed parallel to the smectic planes was applied to the sample placed inside a thermally insulated
cell, the temperature of which was regulated by INSTEC mK 1000 thermo system with an accuracy of ±
0.001 K. The complex permittivity (ε*) can be expressed in terms of the real (ε′) and the imaginary (ε”)
part as described in refs. [36–40]. In order to understand the temperature dependence of the measured
dielectric relaxation processes, the complex permittivity ε*(f) can be described by the Havriliak–Negami
equation [41,42] with the addition of a term responsible for the conductivity contribution:

ε∗( f ) = ε∞ +
N∑

k=1

∆εk[
1 + (iωτk)

ak
]bk
−

iσ0

ε0(2π f )S (1)

where k = 1, 2, -, -, -, N is an integer corresponding to different relaxation processes in a particular
phase. ∆εk = [ε0 − ε∞] is the dielectric strength; ε0 and ε∞ are the limiting values of the relative
dielectric permittivity in the low and high frequency region, respectively. The frequency is depicted
by f, the relaxation time is denoted by τk = (1/2π fk) where fk is the relaxation frequency, ak and bk
are the distribution parameter of different relaxation processes accounting for the line width and
symmetrisation parameter of the dielectric dispersion curve whose values ranges between 1 to 0.
σ0 and ε0 are the conductivity and the free space permittivity (8.854 pFm−1), respectively. S = 1 for pure
ohmic conductors [43,44]. ∆εk, τk, fk of the observed relaxation mode in the SmC* phase have been
determined from the Havriliak–Negami equation [41,42] from a polynomial fit to the experimental
data using mathematical software.
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3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Phase Behaviour

The melting points (m.p.), clearing points (c.p.) and N* /SmA* to SmC* transition temperatures,
of all the studied compounds as determined from polarising optical microscopy (POM) and checked
by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements [16] has been shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Phase (Ph) and their transition temperatures including melting points (m.p.) and clearing
points(c.p.) in Kelvin and the corresponding enthalpy values in Jg−1 measured on cooling during 2nd
DSC cycle (5 Kmin−1) for all of the investigated samples.

COMP m.p. c.p. Ph Ph Ph Ph

QM10/10 373.1 404.6
Cr

355.6
SmC*

397.8
N*

403.9
Iso[+42.4] [+2.1] [−37.7] [−8.1] [−1.9]

QM12/9 374 404.5
Cr

357.8
SmC*

401.3
N*

403.6
Iso[+39.5] [+1.5] [−32.4] [−8.6] [−1.9]

QM12/10 373.5 402.2
Cr

356.7
SmC*

399.9
N*

401.2
Iso[+42.0] [+7.5] [−37.5] [−8.7] [−1.4]

E8/7 367.1 382.3
Cr

336.5
SmC*

369.5
SmA*

380.6
Iso[+42.2] [+5.3] [−34.6] [−0.5] [−5.2]

E6/10 367.6 381.6
Cr

336.8
SmC*

365.7
SmA*

379.8
Iso[+43.8] [+5.3] [−36.9] [−0.2] [−5.6]

E10/10 365.0 381.6
Cr

343.5
SmC*

375.1
SmA*

380.6
Iso[+78.6] [+6.3] [−67.0] [−0.4] [−6.2]

E8/12 360.1 378.3
Cr

336.7
SmC*

368.7
SmA*

377.8
Iso[+76.5] [+6.2] [−35.4] [−0.3] [−6.0]

QVE8/5 355.3 365.4
Cr

318.1
SmC*

346.8
N*

363.9
Iso[+38.9] [+1.2] [−27.8] [−1.5] [−1.0]

3.2. Frequency Dispersion of Complex Permittivity

The dielectric response is a useful experimental method to observe and investigate various
molecular relaxation phenomena that may occur in FLC systems. The dielectric spectra, that is,
the frequency dependent behaviour of the real (ε′) and imaginary (ε”) part of complex permittivity
at different temperatures in the SmC* phase for one representative QM10/10 compound, has been
shown in Figure 1a; analogous behaviour was observed in different FLC materials [45–51]. It has been
obtained from the experimental data that the real as well as the imaginary part of complex permittivity
increases with temperature upto about 393 K [see Figure 1a]; then, with further increase of temperature,
these values started to decrease. This may be due to the disruption in the orderly arrangement of the
dipoles within the molecular domains as the SmC*–N* phase transition is approached. The real part of
the permittivity (ε′) decreases smoothly with frequency increase and becomes nearly constant in the
higher frequency region. On the other hand, the imaginary part of the complex permittivity (ε”) shows
a strong collective relaxation phenomenon related to the Goldstone mode (fluctuations of the long
molecular axis in the azimuthal direction) in the SmC* phase, with the frequency range of about (1–10)
kHz [45,50,51]. At higher frequency regime ε” does not show much variation with frequency and
becomes nearly constant as in ε′. In order to investigate the effect of the end alkyl chain length in both
the chiral as well as non-chiral part on the dielectric spectra, we have plotted three QMn/m compounds
differing in the lengths of the chiral and non-chiral alkyl chains [Figure 1b] in the SmC* phase. It has
been observed that among all the three compounds of the QMn/m series, the QM10/10 compound
attained the highest values of both ε′ and ε”. This can be explained by the presence of same number of
hydrocarbon groups in the chiral and non-chiral fragments of QM10/10 compound, which gives rise
not only to a symmetric configuration of the molecules but also decreases the rotational hindrance of
the chiral part in comparison to the other two compounds. As a result, large number of molecules are
aligned along a preferred direction, consequently increasing the permittivity.
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3.2. Frequency Dispersion of Complex Permittivity 
The dielectric response is a useful experimental method to observe and investigate various 

molecular relaxation phenomena that may occur in FLC systems. The dielectric spectra, that is, the 
frequency dependent behaviour of the real (ε') and imaginary (ε'') part of complex permittivity at 
different temperatures in the SmC* phase for one representative QM10/10compound, has been 
shown in Figure 1a; analogous behaviour was observed in different FLC materials [45–51]. It has 
been obtained from the experimental data that the real as well as the imaginary part of complex 
permittivity increases with temperature upto about 393 K [see Figure 1a]; then, with further increase 
of temperature, these values started to decrease. This may be due to the disruption in the orderly 
arrangement of the dipoles within the molecular domains as the SmC*–N* phase transition is 
approached. The real part of the permittivity (ε') decreases smoothly with frequency increase and 
becomes nearly constant in the higher frequency region. On the other hand, the imaginary part of the 
complex permittivity (ε") shows a strong collective relaxation phenomenon related to the Goldstone 
mode (fluctuations of the long molecular axis in the azimuthal direction) in the SmC* phase, with the 
frequency range of about (1–10) kHz [45,50,51]. At higher frequency regime ε" does not show much 
variation with frequency and becomes nearly constant as in ε'. In order to investigate the effect of the 
end alkyl chain length in both the chiral as well as non-chiral part on the dielectric spectra, we have 
plotted three QMn/m compounds differing in the lengths of the chiral and non-chiral alkyl chains 
[Figure 1b] in the SmC* phase. It has been observed that among all the three compounds of the 
QMn/m series, the QM10/10 compound attained the highest values of both ε' and ε". This can be 
explained by the presence of same number of hydrocarbon groups in the chiral and non-chiral 
fragments of QM10/10 compound, which gives rise not only to a symmetric configuration of the 
molecules but also decreases the rotational hindrance of the chiral part in comparison to the other 
two compounds. As a result, large number of molecules are aligned along a preferred direction, 
consequently increasing the permittivity.  
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Figure 1. Frequency dependence of real (ε′) and imaginary (ε”) part of complex permittivity in the
ferroelectric SmC* phase for: (a) QM10/10 at different temperatures; (b) three of QMn/m compounds at
T = 361 K and (c) three structurally different QVE8/5 (T = 331 K), E8/7 (T = 357 K), QM10/10 (T = 357 K)
compounds.

To observe how the core structure of the constituent molecules affects the values of ε′ and ε”,
we have chosen three structurally different compounds, namely E8/7, QVE8/5 and QM10/10. It can be
observed from Figure 1c that the E8/7 compound has the largest ε′ and ε” values among the three:
the additional dipoles originating from the carboxy group in this compound contributes towards this
effect. Another noticeable fact is that the polar lateral methoxy group in QVEn/m series gives rise to
larger values of ε′ and ε” than that for QMn/m series.

Figure 2a shows the Cole–Cole plot for QM10/10 compound at five different temperatures within
the SmC* phase. Beyond the Goldstone mode detected at relatively low frequencies, a higher frequency
process was found and is attributed to the finite resistivity of ITO layers in measuring cells (see inset of
Figure 2a) [45,48,52]; within the SmC* phase the dielectric losses rise with temperature. It is necessary
to mention that dielectric losses depend not only on the molecular core structure but also on the alkyl
chain lengths. It has been observed that depending on the end alkyl chain length the dielectric loss (ε”)
is different for different compounds (see Figure 2b). Figure 2c represents the Cole–Cole plot for three
compounds taken from three structurally different series. It is clear from the Figure 2 that the dielectric
loss is largest for the E8/7 compound [47,48,50,53].
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Figure 2. Cole–Cole plots for: (a) QM10/10 compound at five temperatures (as indicated) where the
inset shows the high frequency contribution related to ITO electrodes; (b) three QMn/m compounds at
T = 366 K; (c) three structurally different QVE8/5 (T = 344 K), E8/7 (T = 357 K), QM10/10 (T = 357 K)
compounds.

In order to determine the relaxation mode parameters such as dielectric strength (∆ε), relaxation
time (τr), relaxation frequency (fr) related to the maximum of loss peak, a logarithmic plot of the
imaginary part of complex permittivity (ε”) versus frequency is shown in Figure 3a–c; the data were
fitted by the Havriliak–Negami equation [41,42]. The logarithmic plot of imaginary part of complex
permittivity at five different temperatures has been shown for one of the representative QM10/10
compound [see Figure 3a]. The same figures has been plotted in the vicinity of the Cr–SmC* (at about
T = 366 K) and SmC*–N* (at about T = 396 K) phase transitions for all the three compounds of the
same homologous series QMn/m [see Figure 3b,c]. From these two figures it can be seen easily that
the dielectric strength of relaxation mode considerably decreases in the temperature region very close
to the N*–SmC* phase transition and it is more distinct for QM10/10 compound; this effect can be
explained by the possible helix unwinding phenomenon near the N*–SmC* phase transition.
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Figure 3. The imaginary part of complex permittivity (ε”) for: (a) QM10/10 compound at five
temperatures as indicated; (b) compounds from QMn/m series close to the Cr–SmC* phase transition at
T = 366 K; (c) compounds from QMn/m series close to the SmC*–N* phase transition at T = 396 K; The red
solid curves represent the results of fitting by Havriliak–Negami equation to the experimental data.

3.3. Temperature Dependence of Dielectric Strength and Relaxation Frequency

Figure 4a,b represents the temperature dependence of the dielectric strength (∆ε) (as a result of
fitting procedure) for the studied compounds within the temperature range of the ferroelectric SmC*
phase. Generally, the dielectric strength increases with increasing temperature in the SmC* phase (see
Figure 4a,b), revealing a maximum close to the N*/SmA*–SmC* phase transition and then decreases
abruptly with further increase in temperature. A similar effect has been observed by others [47,48,50,53].
One important observation is that QM10/10 compound, possessing the same lengths of both chiral
(m) and non-chiral (n) alkyl chains, exhibits the largest dielectric strength (about ∆ε = 130) among
all the compounds from the QMn/m series. Values of ∆ε are slightly smaller for QM12/9 compound
with respect to that of QM12/10 compound. However, E8/7 compound exhibits the largest dielectric
strength among the three structurally different compounds as shown in Figure 4b, probably due to the
presence of a second polar carboxylate group which can generate additional mobile charges, and hence
can increase the total dipole moment.
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The Goldstone mode contributions attributes towards an enhanced relaxation frequency with
temperature within the SmC* phase: these values rise, attain a maximum and then starts to decrease
about 10 K below the N*–SmC* phase transition [54,55], perhaps due to the consequent decrease of
ferroelectricity near the SmA*/N*–SmC* phase transitions. Among all three QMn/m compounds,
the QM10/10 one exhibits the lowest relaxation frequency that attains its maximum value at the
low temperature region in comparison with another two possessing different lengths of chiral and
non-chiral terminal alkyl chains. Moreover, the temperature dependence of the relaxation time has
an inverse nature in relation to the relaxation frequency [54–56]. Temperature dependence of the
relaxation time and relaxation frequency for E8/7 and QVE8/5 compounds are shown in Figure 5b,c,
respectively. It may be noted that the temperature dependence of the relaxation frequency in the SmC*
phase for QVE8/5 and QMn/m compounds shows a similar trend; however, for E8/7 the behaviour is
quite different; first it decreases slightly, then increases with increasing temperature. This anomaly is
probably due to an additional polar ester linking group (placed in between the non-chiral alkyl chain
and the molecular core), which causes larger dipole moment and their repulsive interaction accounts
for increase of relaxation time with increasing temperature. However, the ferroelectric dipolar coupling
rapidly diminishes as the N*/SmA*–SmC* phase transition is approached, leading to a consequent
decrease of the mutual repulsive interaction which now facilitates quick relaxation process with further
increase of temperature. If we compare the values of relaxation frequency ( fr) and relaxation time
(τr) it can be observed that compound belonging to QVEn/m series exhibits larger relaxation time
and smaller relaxation frequency due to its relatively high viscosity caused by the presence of the
lateral methoxy substitution on the central aromatic ring of the molecular core. Materials from QMn/m
series possess smaller relaxation time and larger relaxation frequency due to its more flexible “zigzag
shaped” molecular structure. On the other hand, fr and τr values for materials from En/m series are
intermediate with respect to the materials mentioned above. Thus, for the studied ferroelectric liquid
crystalline materials, it can be concluded that the parameters of the relaxation mode strongly depend
on both the molecular core structure and alkyl chain lengths.

4. Summary of the Results and Conclusion

The ferroelectric SmC* phase for the compounds belonging to three structurally different series of
chiral self-assembling compounds possessing the ferroelectric polar order has been investigated via
broadband dielectric spectroscopy measurements. The behaviour of dielectric spectra not only depends
on the temperature but also on the specific molecular structure of the FLC compounds. The results of
the investigations lead to the following summary.

Within the SmC* phase, both real and imaginary parts of complex permittivity increase upto
certain temperature then drop with increasing temperature. The length of the alkyl chains length as
well as linkage unit has a great influence on the values of the dielectric permittivities.

The real (ε′) and imaginary (ε”) parts of the complex dielectric permittivity as well as the dielectric
losses (ε”/ε′) are maximum for En/m series and minimum for QMn/m series; this is attributed due
to polar nature of the ester connecting group (situated in between the non-chiral alkyl chain and the
molecular core) which is present in the En/m series; this additional ester linkage group is present only
for the En/m series.

By fitting of the experimental data for the imaginary part of the complex permittivity by the
Havriliak–Negami equation, the dielectric strength (∆ε) and relaxation frequency (fr) of the Goldstone
mode has been determined.

The temperature dependence of dielectric strength shows that ∆ε increases with increasing
temperature in the SmC* phase and attains a maximum value then decreases near the phase transition
to the SmA*/N* phase.

The dielectric strength is also influenced by the difference of the alkyl chain length and type
of linkage group of the constituent chiral molecules. It has been observed experimentally that the
dielectric strength is maximum for En/m series and minimum for QMn/m series.
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With increasing temperature, the relaxation frequency of the Goldstone mode shifts towards
higher frequency region and attains a maximum at a certain temperature, then starts to decrease close
to the phase transition to the SmA*/N* phase which appears at high temperatures.

It has been observed that the relaxation time (τr) and the relaxation frequency ( fr) varies with the
molecular structure of the studied ferroelectric compounds. The value of τr is maximum for QVEn/m
series and minimum for QMn/m series, due to the bulky methoxy (–OCH3) group used as substituent
in the lateral position on the middle aromatic ring of the QVEn/m molecules.

Finally, it can be concluded that the dielectric parameters of the studied materials are considerably
influenced by the specific variations of the molecular structure as it has been described. The conducted
studies should contribute towards a better understanding of the structure–property correlations for
these specific classes of soft organic self-assembling materials derived from the lactic acid which
may be utilized for further design of new liquid crystalline mixtures [57–61] aimed for advanced
optoelectronic [62,63] and photonic applications.
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